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1 A target is an object tracked by the sensor netwo
‘object’ are used interchangeably.
Location management is an important issue for object tracking applications of wireless sensor networks.
Since locations obtained by most positioning techniques are inherently imprecise, users may send
approximate location queries with precision constraints to trade for energy consumption of sensor nodes.
Therefore, we propose an Adaptive Location Management scheme called ALM to process approximate
location queries. ALM employs a two-tier storage architecture (i.e., centric storage node and local storage
node) to facilitate approximate query resolving and to reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes.
We propose a storage node relocation and replication mechanism, which can create, remove replicas of
storage nodes and adjust the positions of storage nodes according to the location queries and updates. As
such, the number of forwarding location update and query messages is reduced by the proposed storage
node relocation and replication mechanism, thereby conserving more energy. The experimental results
show that compared with EASE (Xu et al. (2008) [18]), ALM is able to reduce the number of transmission
messages and the energy consumption of sensor network, and prolong the network lifetime.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A sensor network is a wireless network composed of sensor
nodes. A sensor node is a small device which has sensing, comput-
ing and communicating capabilities. It collects environmental data,
processes the sensed data, and transmits them to other sensor
nodes via wireless channels. In data transmission, the sensor node
can act as a storage storing the data or as a router forwarding mes-
sages [1]. Object tracking is an important application of wireless
sensor networks, such as monitoring wild animals or tracking mil-
itary tanks [12,22]. In object tracking applications, sensor nodes
should detect the position of a target1 and store its location in a des-
ignated storage node. When the target moves, sensor nodes are
responsible of tracking its location for users to query later. There
are many applications of object tracking. These applications involve
detecting, positioning, data transmitting in sensor networks and
have attracted extensive attention in recent years [6,7].

Many efficient schemes for object tracking in wireless sensor
networks have been proposed in the literature. These works can
be classified into two categories. The first category focuses on
detecting and positioning, including the technologies to position
ll rights reserved.
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rk. In this paper, ‘target’ and
the target’s location or to design a schedule for sensing nodes to
turn into sleep mode when the target is not in their sensing ranges
[3,21]. The second category is location management [9–11,14,17].
The location information of a target is gathered in a specific node
for querying and updating later. Basically, there exists a tradeoff
between the cost of location queries and location updates. There-
fore, the challenge of location management is to design a proper
location query and location update mechanism to strike a balance
between the costs of location queries and updates.

One widely adopted approach in location management is the
sink-based storage scheme. A sink is an external node to store
the data updated by sensing nodes and to return the answers to
querying nodes. The position of the sink is known for all nodes in
the sensor network. An alternative approach is the in-network
based storage scheme, which means that the data are stored in a
or some sensor node(s) in the sensor network. Data-centric storage
scheme, abbreviated as DCS, [14] is a well-known in-network
based storage scheme. In DCS, the events are classified and named.
When detecting an event, a sensor node applies a hash function to
calculate the position of the corresponding storage node and then
asks the storage node to store the event. The sink-based scheme is
suitable for the case that query sources are not in the sensor net-
work, while the in-network based scheme is suitable for the case
that query sources are in the sensor network.

Since the energy conservation is the most important issue, tol-
erable errors in query answers are acceptable as long as query an-
swers are sufficiently precise. In such applications, users send their
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queries with precision constraints, called approximate queries [4].
Several studies indicated that the energy consumption could be
greatly reduced when users accept approximate answers [4]. Due
to the inherent imprecision of current positioning techniques, loca-
tions with little imprecision are acceptable in object tracking appli-
cations. Thus, an Energy-conserving Approximate StoragE scheme,
called EASE [18], was proposed to reduce the energy consumption
of the location management in sensor networks by utilizing
approximate location queries. EASE stores location data of targets
in a two-tier architecture. For each target, the high-precision loca-
tion data are stored in a sensor node called local storage node which
is close to the target, while the low-precision location data are
stored in another sensor node called centric storage node. Location
updates of a target are only sent to the corresponding centric stor-
age node unless the target moves too far. Each location query ask-
ing the target’s location is first sent to the centric storage node of
the target. This query can be answered by the centric storage node
if the low-precision location data can fulfill the precision constraint
of the location query. Otherwise, if the location data stored in the
centric storage node are not precise enough, the query will be for-
warded to the local storage node to answer this query.

Although having been shown to be able to reduce the energy
consumption [18], we argue that the energy consumption can be
further reduced by improving the following two characteristics:

1. The position of the centric storage node is fixed.
It is possible that the node which submits a location query is far
from both the centric storage node and the local storage node.
In such situation, processing the location query will consume
many transmission messages in forwarding the query to the
centric storage node and to the local storage node. In addition,
processing one location update will also consume many trans-
mission messages. Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 1(a).
For simplicity, we only consider centric storage node here. Both
one location query and one location update consume four mes-
sages. If the position of the centric storage node is able to be
adjusted, we can move the centric storage node closer to the
user and the target to reduce the number of transmission mes-
sages. In Fig. 1(b), since the centric storage node is moved
toward the user and the target, the number of transmission
messages can be cut down from 8 to 5. Therefore, it is beneficial
to design a relocation mechanism for adjusting the position of
centric and local storage nodes. In addition, the energy con-
sumption can also be reduced due to the fact that the energy
consumption in data communication is much more than that
in data sensing and processing [1].

2. Each target has only one centric storage node and one local storage
node.
We first consider centric storage nodes. Since one target has
only one centric storage node, the centric storage node has to
(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The benefit of storage node relocation.
process all location queries (no matter whether the centric
storage node can answer them or not), thereby increasing the
energy consumption of the centric storage node. Local storage
nodes also suffer from the same problem. Thus, a replication
mechanism to distribute the load of centric and local storage
nodes is necessary.

In view of above, we propose an Adaptive Location Management
scheme, abbreviated as ALM, for approximate location queries in
wireless sensor networks. Similar to EASE, ALM employs a two-tier
storage architecture to store location data. To reduce the energy
consumption, ALM is equipped with a storage node relocation
and replication mechanism, which is able to adjust the positions
of storage nodes and introduce new storage nodes according to
the sources of location queries and updates. To provide the flexibil-
ity of the replication mechanism, the storage node splitting and
merging mechanisms are also developed to avoid the redundant
transmission messages. To evaluate the performance of ALM, sev-
eral experiments are conducted. Compared with EASE, the experi-
mental results show that ALM is able to reduce the number of
transmission messages and to decrease the access latencies of loca-
tion queries. Moreover, it is observed that ALM can reduce the en-
ergy consumption of sensor nodes and prolong the network
lifetime.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the related work. The system overview and the details of ALM are
presented in Section 3. The performance evaluation is presented in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws a conclusion.

2. Related work

Location management [10,15,18] consists of two basic proce-
dures: location update and location query. The location of target
is updated when the target moves or the user queries the inter-
ested target’s location. When the object moves into the sensing
field, the sensor nodes sense the object, determine the location of
the object, and store the location of the object in a storage node.
When a user wants to know the location of a target, it sends a loca-
tion query message to the storage node to query the location of the
target.

In object tracking applications of sensor networks, sensing and
communicating are two major energy-consuming operations of
sensor nodes. As a result, the methods proposed for object track-
ing are divided into two categories. One is trying to reduce the
energy consumption in sensing operations. In some studies
[3,21], there are two major operation modes of sensor nodes,
namely, sleeping mode and sensing mode. Initially, all sensor
nodes turn into sleeping mode. The sensor nodes wake up and
sense the target only when the target is around them. They pre-
dict the target’s moving trajectory and notify each sensor node
that the target will move into its sensing range. The sensor nodes
receiving the notify message should wake up and turn to the
sensing mode. Thus, only sensor nodes near the object will be
in the sensing mode and the other sensor nodes will remain in
sleep mode to conserve energy.

The other category is to conserve the energy consumption in
communicating operations. The neighboring sensor nodes of the
target sends a location update message when the target moves
or the user sends a location query message to obtain the location
of the target of interest. Since all these two kinds of messages
are sent to the location server, the position of the location server
greatly influences the number of transmission messages. The tradi-
tional approach is using a fixed external server, or called the sink,
and all messages are routed to this fixed server. This approach is
suitable for applications where the queries are from external net-
works [9,11]. Most of these works dedicated to decreasing the
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Fig. 2. Location update procedure.
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number of update messages. In some schemes [9,11], the hierarchi-
cal tree structure is used to route update messages at some inter-
nal nodes. Then the sink has to forward query messages to those
internal nodes to get information. Although it reduces the number
of update messages, some extra query messages are produced.
However, when the queries are generated from the sensor net-
works, both query and update messages have to be taken into ac-
count. Thus, some methods distribute the location servers in the
sensor networks. In the scheme proposed by Li et al. [10], the area
covered by the sensor network is partitioned into a hierarchy of
grids. In each level of the grids, a node is assigned to several loca-
tion servers for fault-tolerance and load-balance. In the scheme
proposed by Wu [17], each target is associated with a geographic
area called the virtual home region, abbreviated as VHR, of the tar-
get. All sensor nodes within the VHR serve as the location servers
of the target at a probability.

Several studies focused on approximate queries [19]. An
approximate location query is a tuple hoid,ei where oid is the iden-
tifier of the target object and e is the tolerable error in the object
location. The data can be divided into different accuracy levels.
The lower accuracy data can be stored at the home server and the
higher accuracy data are stored at the local server. Some approxi-
mate queries with low-precision constraints can be answered by
the home server, and the local server should only process approx-
imate queries with high-precision constraints. Thus, the load of the
home server and local server can be balanced and the number of
transmission messages can be reduced. The study proposed by
Xu et al. [18] indicated that using approximate queries can increase
the benefit of hierarchical location servers. In the study [18], home
servers and local servers are called centric storage node and local
storage node, respectively. When moving within the acceptable
range, an object only updates it’s location stored its local storage
node which is near the object. When moving beyond the approxi-
mate radius, the object will update the location data stored in both
the centric and local storage nodes. Such a design is able to reduce
the number of transmission messages while location queries and
updates occur.
3. ALM: adaptive location management scheme

The details of ALM are given in this section. For better readabil-
ity, we first describe the basic version of ALM without the storage
node relocation and replication mechanism in Section 3.1. Then,
Section 3.2 elaborates the proposed storage node relocation and
replication mechanism. To cooperate with the proposed storage
node relocation and replication mechanism, the basic version
requires some revisions on processing location updates and
approximate location queries, and the revisions are described in
Section 3.3.
3.1. The basic system

In the basic version of ALM, there is one centric storage node
and one local storage node for each target. In this paper, we use
Geographic Hash-Table, named GHT method proposed by Ratnasamy
et al. [14], to determine the position of the centric storage node of
each target. A centric storage node is responsible of storing the
low-precision location data of the corresponding target. The errors
of the locations stored in the centric storage node are of bound by
an approximate radius r. It means that for an arbitrary object o, if
the low-precision location of the object o is p, the distance between
the precise location and the low-precision location of the object o
is less than or equal to r. That is, the object o is within the circle of
the radius r centering at p. Any geographic routing protocol (e.g.,
GPSR [8] or BLR [5]) can be employed as the underlying routing
protocol of ALM.

3.1.1. Location update and local storage node handoff
Initially, the node first detecting the object o serves as the local

storage node, and sends a registration message to the centric stor-
age node of the object o. The registration message includes the id of
the local storage node, and the current location of the object o. All
neighboring nodes in the approximation radius area are notified by
the local storage node. If the object o moves within its current
approximate radius area, the node first detecting the object o per-
forms the location update procedure; otherwise, the node first
detecting the object o performs the local storage node handoff
procedure.

� Location update

As shown in Fig. 2, the location update process of the basic sys-
tem consists of the following steps.

Step 1: The node first detecting the object o sends a local update
message to the object o’s local storage node. The local
update message contains the current location of the object
o.

Step 2: When receiving the local update message, the object o’s
local storage node stores the location information of the
object o into its local storage.

Note that, since the object o only locally moves within the range
of its current approximation radius area, the centric storage node
does not need to update the location of the object o.

� Local storage node handoff

The local storage node handoff procedure is invoked while the
object o goes out of its current approximate radius area. The local
storage node handoff procedure is to (1) store the object o’s loca-
tion in the new local storage node, (2) remove the location infor-
mation stored in the old local storage node, and (3) update the
location information stored in the centric storage node. As shown
in Fig. 3, the local storage node handoff procedure consists of the
following steps.

Step 1: If the object o moves out of its current approximate radius
area, the node first detecting the object o takes over the
object o’s new local storage node, and creates a record to
store the object o’s current location.
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Step 2: The new local storage node sends a deregistration message
to the object o’s old local storage node.2

Step 3: After receiving the deregistration message, the object o’s
old local storage node deletes the object o’s record. And
the old local storage node sends a deregistration acknowl-
edgment message to the new local storage node.

Step 4: Then, the new local storage node delivers a registration
message with its location to the object o’s centric storage
node to notify the object o’s centric storage node to change
the location information of the local storage node.

Step 5: The centric storage node first updates the location of the
object o and the location of the object o’s new local storage
node, and then replies a registration acknowledgment
message to the object o’s new local storage node. When
the new local storage node receives the registration
acknowledgment message, the local storage handoff pro-
cedure is finished.

3.1.2. Location query
When a user u wants to query the location of the object o, the

location query procedure will be invoked. As shown in Fig. 4, the
location query procedure of the basic system consists of the follow-
ing steps.

Step 1: The user u first calculates the location of the centric
storage node of the object o by GHT. Then, user u
issues an approximate location query message to the
centric storage node. The approximate location query
message contains the id of the object o and the preci-
sion constraint e.
When receiving the query message, the centric stor-
age node first compares the precision constraint e
and the approximate radius r. If e P r, the centric stor-
age node executes Step 2-1. Otherwise, Step 2-2 will
be executed.

Step 2-1: e P r means the low-precision location stored in the
centric storage node is accurate enough for the
received approximate location query. Thus, the cen-
tric storage node will answer this query message by
responding the stored low-precision location of the
object o to the user u, and then the location query pro-
cedure is finished.
2 If the location of the old location storage node is unknown, then the new local
storage node can query the location information from the object o’s centric storage
node.
Step 2-2: When the low-precision location is not accurate
enough (i.e., e < r), the centric storage node forwards
this query message to the object o’s local storage node.

Step 3: When receiving the query message from the centric
storage node, the local storage node of the object o
returns the stored high-precision location of the
object o to the user u, and then the location query pro-
cedure is finished.

3.2. Storage node relocation and replication

As observed in Fig. 1, moving storage nodes closer to users or
objects is able to reduce the number of transmission messages.
Thus, we propose a storage node relocation and replication mech-
anism which consists of three operations: storage node moving,
storage node splitting and storage node merging. The storage node
moving operation allows to adjust the positions of centric and local
storage nodes. Moreover, when necessary, ALM will replicate the
content stored in storage nodes to some other neighboring nodes
by the storage node splitting operation and remove replicas by
the storage node merging operation.

In essence, ALM consists of two phases: statistics collection phase
and adaptation phase. Initially, each node is in the statistics collec-
tion phase, and switches to the adaptation phase every tcheck sec-
onds. In the statistics collection phase, each sensor will collect
some statistics such as how many location query and update mes-
sages are received from neighboring nodes. In the adaptation phase,
each storage node will evaluate whether to execute storage node
relocation or replication operations. The storage node will turn back
to the statistics collection phase after one of the three operations is
performed. Other nodes without executing any operations will
switch back to the statistics collection phase directly. The details
of these operations are described in the following subsections.

3.2.1. Storage node moving
Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 5. Let N = {n1,n2, . . .,njNj} be

the set of neighboring nodes of a node n0. Suppose that the node n0

receives Tn0 ðniÞ messages (location query and location update
messages) from its neighbor ni, and receives Tn0 ðn0Þ messages di-
Fig. 5. Message considerations for the storage node moving operation.
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rectly from users. If we move the storage node from the node n0 to
a node ni, all messages from ni to n0 can be saved. However, the
node n0 has to forward all messages received from users and from
all its neighbors except ni to ni.3 Thus, such a moving operation will
produce extra

P
8nj2 Nnfnigð ÞTn0 ðnjÞ þ Tn0 ðn0Þ messages as well as the

update cost, denoted by Un0 ðCÞ, of notifying the centric storage node
of the movement.4 To evaluate the number of transmission mes-
sages, the message reduction, denoted by Rmove(ni) is defined as

RmoveðniÞ ¼ Tn0 ðniÞ �
X

8nj2 Nnfnigð Þ
Tn0 ðnjÞ þ Tn0ðn0Þ

0
@

1
A� Un0ðCÞ ð1Þ

It is valuable to perform the storage node moving operation if
Rmove(ni) is larger than zero. However, in order to avoid the ping-
pong effect, a moving operation is executed only when Rmove(ni) is
larger than or equal to a pre-specified moving threshold dmove.
ALM decides to move the storage node from n0 to its neighbor nk

of the maximal message reduction. Here, we define our storage
node moving formulation:

nk ¼
£ if maxðRmoveðnjÞÞ < dmove

fnljRmoveðnlÞ
¼maxðRmoveðnjÞÞg otherwise

8><
>: 8nj 2 N

Finally, the storage node moving operation is summarized in Algo-
rithm 1 (StorageNodeMoving).
de
Ho
co

re
Algorithm 1 (StorageNodeMoving)

� Output: TRUE is returned when the storage node is moved.
Otherwise, FALSE is returned.
1.
3 Note
liver t
wever

ncern t
4 If the
corded
MaxR 0

2.
 TargeNode NULL

3.
 for each neighboring node, say nl, of node n0 do

4.
 Let Rmove(nl) be the result of Eq. (1)

5.
 if Rmove(nl) > MaxR and Rmove(nl) > dmove then

6.
 MaxR Rmove(nl)

7.
 TargetNode nl
8.
 end if

9.
 end for
10.
 if TargetNode – NULL then

11.
 Move the storage node from node n0 to node

TargetNode

12.
 return TRUE

13.
 else

14.
 return FALSE

15.
 end if
)( 30
nQn

)( 30
nUn

)( 20
nQn

)( 20
nUn
Example 1. Consider the example shown in Fig. 6 where the node
n0 is a storage node. Suppose that the node n0 does not directly
receive any message from users (i.e., Tn0 ðn0Þ ¼ 0) and assume the
moving threshold (dmove) and update cost Un0 ðCÞ

� �
be 2. By Eq. (1),

the message reduction of moving the storage node from n0 to n1 is
Rmoveðn1Þ ¼ Tn0 ðn1Þ � Tn0 ðn2Þ þ Tn0 ðn3Þ þ Tn0 ðn0Þ

� �
� Un0 ðCÞ ¼ 12�

ð4þ 3þ 0Þ � 2 ¼ 3. Similarly, Rmove(n2) and Rmove(n3) are �13 and
�15, respectively. Since Rmove(n1) is the maximum number of
reduction messages and is larger than dmove (i.e., 2), ALM moves the
storage node from n0 to n1.
that it is possible that some neighboring nodes of the node n0 can directly
he message to ni if the radio range of the neighboring nodes reaches ni.
, it depends on the topology of sensor nodes. For simplicity, in this paper, we
he worst case that each message has to be relayed by the node n0.
movement happens on centric storage nodes, the movement information is
in the object o’s initial centric storage node for redirection.
3.2.2. Storage node splitting
ALM can split a storage node into several replicas when

necessary. Read-one-write-all model [13] is employed to keep
the consistency of all replicas. A local update of the object o is com-
pleted if and only if all object o’s replicated storage nodes have
been updated. A location query to the object o is completed when
the user receives the response from one of the object o’s storage
node. The advantages of several replicas are twofold. First, the
number of location query message transmissions is reduced. Sec-
ond, the load of storage nodes can be alleviated. However, more
replicas may lead to more update messages. To facilitate the stor-
age node splitting operation, we should keep track of the numbers
of location query and update messages. Let N = {n1,n2, . . .,njNj} be
the set of neighboring storage nodes of a node n0. Qn0

ðniÞ denotes
the number of location query messages that the node n0 received
from a node ni for 1 6 i 6 jNj, Un0 ðn0Þ denotes the number of loca-
tion update messages generated by the node n0 itself, and Un0 ðniÞ
denotes the number of location update messages that the node
n0 received from the node ni for 1 6 i 6 jNj, respectively. Fig. 7 illus-
trates an instance of the storage node splitting operation. If we
split the storage node n0 to a node ni, the location queries from
the node ni to the node n0 can be reduced. However, the node n0

has to forward all received location updates to the node ni, which
increases some extra location update messages. Therefore, it is
beneficial to perform storage node splitting from n0 to ni if the
message reduction, denoted as Rsplit(ni), is larger than or equal to
the pre-defined splitting threshold, denoted by dsplit, where Rsplit(ni)
is defined as

RsplitðniÞ ¼ Q n0
ðniÞ �

X
8nj2N

Un0 ðnjÞ þ Un0 ðn0Þ

0
@

1
A ð2Þ

ALM splits the storage node n0 to the neighbor nodes nk if the mes-
sage reduction Rsplit(nk) is larger than splitting threshold dsplit that is
used to avoid the ping-pong effect. The formulation of storage node
splitting is defined as follows:
) (10
nUn )( 10

nQn

Fig. 7. Message consideration for the storage node splitting operation.
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nk ¼
£ if max RsplitðnjÞ

� �
< dsplit

fnljRsplitðnlÞP dsplitg otherwise

(
8nj 2 N

Finally, the storage node splitting operation is summarized in Algo-
rithm 2 (StorageNodeSplitting). Note that to reduce the number of
transmission messages, the storage node splitting operation does
not send the location notification message to the centric storage
node since the centric storage node can still query the high-preci-
sion location of the object o from the original local storage node.
Algorithm 2 (StorageNodeSplitting)

� Output: TRUE is returned when the storage node is split.
Otherwise, FALSE is returned.
1.
 TargeNode[ ] NULL

2.
 for each neighbor non-storage node, say nl, of the node n0

do

3.
 Let Rsplit(nl) be the result of Eq. (2)

4.
 if Rsplit(nl) P dsplit then

5.
 TargetNode[ ] nl
6.
 end if

7.
 end for

8.
 if TargetNode[ ] – NULL then

9.
 Split the storage node from the node n0 to nodes

nl 2 TargetNode[ ]

10.
 return TRUE

11.
 else

12.
 return FALSE

13.
 end if
Example 2. Consider the example shown in Fig. 8 where the node
n0 is a storage node. Suppose that dsplit is 2. If the storage node is
splitted from the node n0 to the nodes n2 and n3, the location query
messages from the nodes n2 and n3 to the node n0 can be reduced.
However, the node n0 has to forward the received location update
messages to the nodes n2 and n3 for the consistency. By Eq. (2), the
message reduction of splitting the node n0 to the node n2 is
Rsplitðn2Þ ¼ Qn0

ðn2Þ � Un0 ðn1Þ ¼ 6� 3 ¼ 3. Similarly, Rsplit(n1) and
Rsplit(n3) are �1 and 5, respectively. As a result, ALM splits the
storage node from the node n0 to the nodes n2 and n3.

3.2.3. Storage node merging
Although multiple replicas allow to reduce the number of loca-

tion query messages, the expense of multiple replicas is to increase
the number of location update messages. To mitigate this problem,
storage node merging is developed to reduce the number of repli-
cas when necessary. Let N1 = {n1,n2, . . .,njN1j} be the set of the
neighboring non-storage nodes of a node n0, and N2 = {n1,n2,
. . .,njN2j} be the set of the neighboring storage nodes of the node
n0. As shown in Fig. 9, if the storage node n0 is merged into a neigh-
bor storage node ni 2 N2, the number of location update messages
from the node ni to the node n0 is reduced. However, the node n0

has to additionally forward all received location queries to the
node ni. Thus, it is valuable to merge the storage node n0 into ni

if the message reduction of merging, denoted by Rmerge, is larger
than or equal to the pre-defined merge threshold, denoted as dmerge,
where Rmerge is defined as

RmergeðniÞ ¼ Un0 ðniÞ �
X

8nj2N1nfnig
Qn0
ðnjÞ þ Qn0

ðn0Þ

0
@

1
A

� Un0 ðCÞ 8ni 2 N2 ð3Þ
where dmerge is used to avoid the ping-pong effect. ALM will decide
to merge the storage node n0 into the neighbor nk of the most mes-
sage reduction if there are multiple merging options. The formula-
tion of the storage node merging is defined as:
nk ¼

£

if max RmergeðnjÞ
� �

< dmerge

nljRmergeðnlÞ ¼max RmergeðnjÞ
� �� �

otherwise 8nj 2 N1; 8ni 2 N2

8>>><
>>>:
Algorithm 3 (StorageNodeMerging)

� Output: TRUE is returned when the node merging is per-
formed. Otherwise, FALSE is returned.
1.
 MaxR 0

2.
 TargeNode NULL

3.
 for each neighbor storage node, say nl, of node n0 do

4.
 Let Rmerge(nl) be the result of Eq. (3)

5.
 if Rmerge(nl) > MaxR and Rmerge(nl) > dmerge and nl is a

storage node then

6.
 MaxR Rmerge(nl)

7.
 TargetNode nl
8.
 end if

9.
 end for
10.
 if TargetNode – NULL then

11.
 Merge the storage node from the node n0 into the node

TargetNode

12.
 return TRUE

13.
 else

14.
 return FALSE

15.
 end if
Example 3. Consider the example shown in Fig. 10. Suppose that

dmerge and Un0 ðCÞ are set to 2. If the storage node n0 is merged into
the neighboring storage node n2, the location update messages
from n2 to n0 can be saved. However, the node n0 has to forward all
received location queries to the node n2. According to Eq. (3), the
message reduction is Rmergeðn2Þ ¼ Un0 ðn2Þ � Qn0

ðn1Þþ
�

Qn0
ðn3ÞÞ�

Un0 ðCÞ ¼ 12� ð4þ 3Þ � 2 ¼ 3 which is larger than dmerge. Thus,
ALM will merge the storage node n0 into the storage node n2.

In the adaptation phase, each storage node will execute algo-
rithm StorageNodeRelocationReplication to determine whether to
perform the storage node relocation or replication mechanism.
According to Wolfson et al. [16], the storage node splitting proce-
dure should have higher priority than the storage node moving
and merging procedures. Since at most one procedure will be
performed in each storage node, the algorithm StorageNode-
RelocationReplication can be terminated once one of those
three procedures is performed. Finally, the algorithm Stor-
ageNodeRelocationReplication is listed in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 (StorageNodeRelocationReplication)
1.
 if n0 is a centric storage node or n0 is a local storage node
then
2.
 if StorageNodeSplitting ( ) = TRUE then

3.
 return

4.
 else if StorageNodeMerging ( ) = TRUE then

5.
 return

6.
 else if n0 is the only one centric storage node of the object o

or n0 is the only one local node of the object o then

7.
 Perform StorageNodeMoving ( )

8.
 end if

9.
 end if
3.3. Revisions on processing approximate location queries and location
updates

To seamlessly integrate the proposed storage node relocation
and replication mechanism with basic system, some minor
revisions are discussed in this section. When a user u submits a



Fig. 8. Storage node splitting.

Fig. 9. Message consideration for the storage node merging operation.

5 The centric storage node can help to handle the priority setting.
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location query for an object o, the query is sent toward the object
o’s centric storage node. If an intermediate node n1 is a replica of
the centric storage node of the object o, the node n1 will act as
the object o’s centric storage node. If an intermediate node n2 is
a replica of the local storage node of the object o, the node n2 will
return the stored high-precision location data of the object o to the
user u. In addition, according to the characteristics of storage node
replication operations [16], the replicated storage nodes are con-
nected. Once a replicated storage node receives an update message,
it will process the update message as usual and forward the mes-
sage to the other storage nodes for the data consistency. Next, we
further discuss the details of some aspects as follows.

� Local storage node handoff

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the local storage node handoff
procedure will be triggered when the object o moves out of its
approximation radius area. It is possible that the local storage node
of the object o is executing the storage node relocation and replica-
tion mechanism while the object o is moving to trigger a new
handoff procedure. However, the handoff procedure will elect a
new local storage node, and the storage node relocation and repli-
cation mechanism may do the same thing. To avoid the redundant
relocation or replication, we set the local storage node elected by
the handoff procedure with the highest priority, and the local stor-
age nodes elected by the storage node relocation and replication
mechanism will be considered as the replicated storage nodes.5

In addition, if there are several replicated storage nodes generated
by the storage splitting procedure, these replicated storage nodes re-
main after a new handoff procedure. But, it is anticipated that some
replicated storage nodes may be merged in a short period to reduce
the redundant query or update messages.

� Storage move and merge

Since the location of a storage node may be adjusted by the mov-
ing and merging operations, the location of the new storage node
should be recorded to avoid the redundant transmission messages.

1. Local storage node
When the location of a local storage node is changed by the
storage node moving or merging operations, the old local stor-
age node should send a location notification message to the
centric storage node.

2. Centric storage node
When the location of the centric storage node is changed by the
storage node moving or merging operations, the initial centric
storage node calculated by GHT method should keep a record
to trace the location of the current centric storage node. There-



Table 1
Simulation parameters.

Parameter Setting

Field size 340 � 340 m2

Number of nodes 100
Radio range 40 m
Sensor sampling rate 2 s
Checking period (tcheck) 2 s
Query rate 2–10/s
Tolerable error bound of queries 0–50 m
Speed of objects 1–5 m/s
Approximate radius 50 m
Initial energy of each node 5 J
Eelec 50 nJ
�fs 10 pJ/bit/m2

�ap 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4

Query message payload size 16 bytes
Update message payload size 32 bytes
Reply message payload size 32 bytes
Acknowledge message payload size 16 bytes
Query start time 10 s
Simulation time 500 s

Fig. 10. Storage node merging.
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fore, if a centric storage node is moved or merged, the old cen-
tric storage node should send a location notification message to
initial centric storage node. As a result, the initial centric stor-
age node can redirect the query and update messages to the
current centric storage node.

4. Performance evaluation

4.1. Simulation model

We developed a simulator based on ns-26 to compare the perfor-
mance of ALM and EASE [18]. GPSR [8] and BLR [5] are used as the
routing protocols for both schemes. In GPSR, each forwarding node
designates the neighbor closest to the destination as the next-hop.
In BLR, a forwarding node broadcasts the data packet and those
neighboring nodes closer to the destination set a timer to contend
to be the forwarder. Thus, BLR is likely to have more than one neigh-
bor to forward the packet if neighbors do not overhear others’ for-
warding. IEEE 802.11 DCF and the two-ray ground model are used
as the underlying MAC protocol and the radio model, respectively.
We deploy 100 sensor nodes in a 340 � 340 m2 field. Similar to EASE
[18], the field is divided into 100 34 � 34 m2 grid cells and one sen-
sor node is placed in the center of each cell. The energy consumption
model and the parameters are set according to HEED [20]. We em-
ploy the linear model [2] as the mobility model in our simulation.
The setting of each moving object includes the destination, the start
moving time, and the speed. The destination of each moving object
changes every 20 s. The object speeds are set between 1 and 5 m/s.
The users issuing approximate queries are randomly distributed in
the field. The tolerable error bounds of queries are uniformly distrib-
uted between 0 m and 50 m. By default, the query rate is set 10/s and
the moving speed of objects is set to 2 m/s. Note that the query rate
is defined as the total number of queries issued by querying nodes in
the entire sensor network per second. Table 1 summarizes the sys-
tem parameters used in the simulation.
2 4 6 8 10
0

Query Rate (1/s)

Fig. 11. Impact on query rate vs. message size.
4.2. Impacts on message size

4.2.1. Query rate
In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of query rate on

message sizes produced by ALM and EASE. The query rate is rang-
ing from 2/s to 10/s. From Fig. 11, we can see that the message
reduction rate of ALM over EASE increases as the quare rate in-
creases. Specifically, when using GPSR, the message reduction rate
of ALM over EASE increases from 19.5% to 27.9% as the query rate is
from 2/s to 10/s. On the other hand, with BLR, the message reduc-
6 The network simulator – ns-2, http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/.
tion rate increases from 4.6% to 20.6% with the query rate rising
from 2/s to 10/s. When BLR is used, we observe that ALM and EASE
produce more messages. The reason is that BLR establishes more
than one forwarding paths due to the grid topology and shorter
radio ranges of sensor nodes. As the query rate is high, ALM relo-
cates and replicates centric and local storage nodes to those stor-
age nodes closer to the users to reduce the number of query and

http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/
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reply transmissions. Due to the relocation and replication mecha-
nism, the higher the query rate is, the more advantageous ALM
is. As a result, ALM is very suitable for the environment with high
query rate.

4.2.2. Moving speed
We investigate the impact of object moving speed on the mes-

sage size in this experiment. As shown in Fig. 12, basically, the
message sizes slightly increase as the moving speed increases ex-
cept for EASE–GPSR. The increasing message sizes result from that
higher moving speeds incur more update messages. With BLR, ALM
steadily outperforms EASE due to the benefit of the proposed relo-
cation and replication mechanism. The message reduction rate of
ALM over EASE is between 20.54% and 11.39%. When GPSR is em-
ployed, we observe that ALM produces more messages than EASE
as the object moving speed is larger than 5 m/s. Besides, different
from the other combinations, EASE–GPSR produces less messages
when the object moving speed is larger than 5 m/s. We explain this
result as follows. In fact, the number of update messages of EASE
increases as the moving speed increases. However, the increasing
message size by update messages only is about 0.5% of the total
message size. When the object moving speed is larger than 5 m/
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Fig. 12. Impact on object moving speed vs. message size.
s, EASE suffers from severe message dropping problem. About
17.43–26.93% of the query messages or the corresponding reply
message are lost that contribute the substantial reduction of the
message size. The severe message dropping decreases the total
message size greatly so that the slight rise of the message size by
update messages becomes negligible. Note that because of the clo-
ser splitting and moving storage nodes, ALM only has 1.13% mes-
sage loss with GPSR. Finally, we would like to mention that with
BLR, the message dropping problem of EASE is mitigated thanks
to the multiple paths.
4.2.3. Threshold and query distribution
We study the impact of threshold d on message size in the uni-

form and bias query distributions. Fig. 13(a) shows the experi-
mental result in the uniform distribution, while Fig. 13(b)
depicts the result in the bias distribution. The threshold is varied
from 2 to 10. First, we observe from Fig. 13(a) that with GPSR,
ALM achieves better performance than EASE regardless of the
threshold. As the threshold increases, the advantage of ALM over
EASE becomes less significant. The reason is that the higher
thresholds result in the proposed relocation and replication mech-
anism to be executed less. On the other hand, with BLR, ALM per-
forms better than EASE when the threshold is less than 5.
However, as the threshold is higher than 5, ALM suffers from
worse performance than EASE. This is due to the fact that, when
the number of replicated nodes is not sufficiently large, the multi-
ple paths of BLR cause ALM to produce redundant query and reply
messages from a closer replicated storage node and a farther stor-
age node. This explanation is confirmed by that ALM experiences
shorter latencies shown in the following. Next, we discuss the re-
sult with respect to the bias query distribution. To generate the
bias distribution, we only allow the approximate queries submit-
ted from the bottom-right 3 � 3 corner of the 10 � 10 grid field. As
depicted in Fig. 13(b), when GPSR is used, the message reduction
rate of ALM over EASE is about 40.5% for all thresholds. The mes-
sage reduction rate of ALM over EASE further yields up to 50.4%
with BLR except for d = 8. The substantial improvement in the bias
query distribution is due to that the proposed relocation and rep-
lication mechanism easily leads splitting and moving storage
nodes to be closer to the targets and querying nodes. In other
words, update messages are quickly received and most of the
query messages can be directly resolved by closer splitting and
moving storage nodes.
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4.2.4. Tolerable error bound
Fig. 14 shows the experimental result of ALM and EASE with tol-

erable error bound of queries varied. The tolerable error bound is
varied from 10 m to 50 m. This experiment indicates the degree
of energy consumption by approximate answers. We observe that
the message sizes of ALM and EASE do not change when the toler-
able error bound is between 10 m and 40 m. When the tolerable er-
ror bound is 50 m, the message sizes of ALM and EASE drop since
the majority of approximate queries can be answered directly by
centric storage nodes and their replicated and moving storage
nodes. It is worthwhile to mention that compared with EASE, the
message sizes of ALM drop significantly. This is because that most
of the queries could be answered within a few hops by replicated
and relocated storage nodes. In other words, the significant mes-
sage size reduction results from that the number of query and re-
ply messages are greatly reduced by closer storage nodes.
Furthermore, the result verifies that the total energy can be sub-
stantially saved by allowing approximate queries.
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Fig. 16. Message distribution.
4.2.5. Channel models
In this experiment, we examine the impact of channel model on

message size of ALM and EASE. In addition to the default two-ray
ground model, we employ the Rician-K fading model. In the
Rician-K fading model, the K-factor is defined as the ratio of signal
power in the dominant path over the scattered ones. The smaller
the K is, the more scattered the signal power is and the higher
the bit error rate is. The Rayleigh fading is a special case of the
Rician-K fading model with K equal to 0. Note that in the ns-2 sim-
ulation, the radio range of a sensor node is determined by the cor-
responding transmission power under the two-ray ground model.
Thus, the same transmission power under the Rician-K model has
the shorter radio range. For fairness, we decide to use the same
transmission power under different channel models. From
Fig. 15, it can be seen that the message sizes all decrease as the
channel condition becomes more adverse. Adverse channel condi-
tions give rise to message size reduction due to severe message
dropping. ALM is more resilient to error-prone channel conditions
than EASE. For example, under the Rician-4 channel model, ALM
receives 3384 query results with total message size 840,192 bytes,
but EASE only obtains 2911 ones with total message size
1,108,704 bytes. With BLR, due to the unreliable broadcasting, both
ALM and EASE are impaired by the substantial message dropping
problem, which causes the message size reduction. Finally, when
the Rician-12 channel model is used, there is a spike in the mes-
sage sizes of all schemes. This is because the Rician-16 channel
model suffers from shorter transmission ranges causing severer
message dropping. However, when the value of K decreases, scat-
tered signal strengths allow the transmissions beyond the radio
range area, thereby increasing the delivering probability. The
advantage of scattered signal strengths becomes less substantial
as the value of K further decreases, which also increases the bit er-
ror rate significantly. To sum up, the scattered signal strengths and
bit error rate are the reason of the spike in the message size.
4.3. Message distribution

The distribution of all types of messages is shown in Fig. 16. The
update messages include local updates and forwarding updates. It
can be seen that ALM produces fewer query messages and reply
messages than EASE does. Since ALM replicates storage nodes
and move storage nodes closer to query nodes, the queries could
be resolved and the answers will be replied by closer storage
nodes. In this experiment, for the counts of query and reply mes-
sages, the reduction rates of ALM over EASE are 50.1% and 11.8%
using GPSR, respectively. On the other hand, when using BLR, the
reduction rates of ALM over EASE are 44.2% and 0.5%, respectively.
The reduction rate of reply messages is much lower than that of
query messages owing to the more dropped messages of EASE.
The larger number of dropped messages of EASE is discussed in
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Section 4.4. When employing BLR, the multiple paths lead EASE to
deliver as many as reply messages of ALM. The splitting and mov-
ing storage nodes of ALM result in substantially fewer number of
query messages than that of EASE. However, since read-one-
write-all policy is used to keep the consistency of all replicated
storage nodes, one location update has to incur multiple updates.
Thus, ALM produces more update messages than EASE. Fortu-
nately, ALM considers several aspects of transmission messages
when making decisions on storage node relocation and replication.
Therefore, even though producing more update messages, ALM
outperforms EASE in terms of message size.
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Fig. 18. Impact on query rate vs. query response time.
4.4. Query result distribution

We examine the query results of ALM and EASE in this experi-
ment. The query result received by a querying source is referred
to as a success result if the object location information is included
in the reply message. Otherwise, the received result without the
object location information is called a failure result. For a query,
if no reply message is received, it is called a loss result. From
Fig. 17, we can see that almost all queries of ALM with GPSR can
be answered successfully. On the other hand, EASE with GPSR suf-
fers from a large number of loss results. With the aid of splitting
and moving storage nodes, the query and reply messages can be
delivered within fewer hops. Since the number of experienced
hops becomes less, the probability of message dropping is de-
creased. As a consequence, ALM achieves higher success result rate.
This also explains the poor performance of EASE with GPSR, which
has longer paths between storage nodes and querying nodes. With
BLR, the multiple paths combat the low success rate problem by
increasing the transmission probability of messages. However,
the performance of ALM is slightly degraded when using BLR.
The reason is that multiple paths causes too many message trans-
missions in ALM, which has more storage nodes. The large number
of message transmissions increases the message collision probabil-
ity which makes some of the update messages dropped.
4.5. Query response time

In this experiment, we investigate the impact of query rate on
query response time of both schemes. The query response time is
defined as from the time a querying node issuing a query message
to the time the source receiving the reply message. As depicted in
Fig. 18, ALM is able to shorten query response time thanks to the
relocated and replicated storage nodes closer to querying nodes.
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Fig. 17. Query result distribution.
The improvement ratio of the query response time of ALM over
EASE increases from 17.6% to 21.9% as the query rate increases
from 2/s to 10/s when GPSR is used as the routing protocol. With
BLR, the improvement ratio is between 33.2% and 38.6%. When
the query rate is low, the proposed replication and relocation
mechanism is rarely executed. Thus, the improvement ratio is
not as large as that in higher query rate scenarios. Besides, with
BLR, the multiple paths make the query sources receive reply mes-
sages more quickly. Consequently, the performance improvement
for ALM with BLR is more significant than that with GPSR.
4.6. Energy consumption

We measure the energy consumption of both schemes in this
experiment by varying the query rate. The initial energy of each
sensor node is set to 5 J. Fig. 19 shows the total energy consump-
tion of the entire sensor network. We can see that ALM consumes
less energy than EASE regardless of the query rate because ALM is
effective in reducing the number of update and query and reply
message transmissions. This result conforms to the experimental
result shown in Section 4.2. Specifically, the reduction rates of
the energy consumption of ALM over EASE are from 18.2% to
27.4% with GPSR and from 7.1% to 21.5% with BLR. The multiple
paths of BLR cause ALM to be less energy-efficient than ALM with
GPSR. The second measurement is to observe the minimum resid-
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ual energy of sensor nodes in the network in Fig. 20. The minimum
residual energy of nodes is an indicator of the network lifetime,
which is often defined as the time for the first sensor node to
run out of its battery. From Fig. 20, we can see that the minimum
residual energy decreases in both schemes as the query rate rises.
This result agrees with the intuition that higher query rates gener-
ate more traffic. In addition, it is observed that the minimum resid-
ual energy of EASE drops significantly with the query rate rising.
The reason is that the centric storage nodes of EASE cannot move
or create replicas and thus the surrounding nodes have to forward-
ing many messages, thereby consuming their energy quickly. This
problem is aggravated by increasing the query rate. On the other
hand, the minimum residual energy of ALM decreases slightly as
the query rate increases. It is reasonable since the load of sensor
nodes is shared after storage nodes invoke the relocation and rep-
lication mechanism. Therefore, ALM outperforms EASE in terms of
energy consumption and prolongs the network lifetime by distrib-
uting the load of sensor nodes.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an adaptive location management
scheme, called ALM, for approximate location queries in wireless
sensor networks. In ALM, we employ a two-tier architecture, which
consists of centric and local storage nodes, to facilitate approxi-
mate query resolving and reduce the energy consumption of sensor
nodes. We also proposed a storage node relocation and replication
mechanism, which could adjust the positions of and create or re-
move replicas of storage nodes according to the location queries
and updates. Due to the dynamic position adjustment and replicas
of storage nodes, the number of forwarding location update and
query messages is reduced by the proposed storage node reloca-
tion and replication mechanism, thereby saving more energy. The
experimental results showed that compared with EASE [18], ALM
is able to reduce the number of transmission messages and the
energy consumption of sensor network, and prolong the network
lifetime.
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